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Shizuka Endo

Shizuka is a very eccentric NH-29 starship captain, serving in the Star Army of Yamatai. Shizuka is an
NPC played by 5tar. She captains the YSS Senbu.

Endo Shizuka

Species NH-29 Nekovalkyrja
Gender Female

Age Nine
Zodiac Sign Leo
Organization Star Army of Yamatai

Rank

 Taisho
Occupation Star Army Starship Captain

Current Placement YSS Senbu
Measurements

Weight: 116 lbs, or 52 kg
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Endo Shizuka
Height: 5’ 2”, or 158 cm
Chest: 32”, or 81 cm
Waist: 27”, or 68 cm
Hips: 33”, or 83 cm
Bra: 32B

Physical Description

Shizuka has a slender feminine frame with tanned skin. She has youthful facial features; a cute small
nose and a pair of sharp big slanted amber eyes. She has unruly long yellow blond hair with loose curls
that is usually stuffed under a officer's hat or just left as is after a shower, meaning that depending on
how roughly she dried it, the messier it could be. Shizuka's general appearance with her smaller neko
ears and almost primal like posture gives her the slight appearance of a lion. Also the dots that mark the
SPINE interface can be seen running down her back.

Psychological Characteristics

Unless she is in a professional setting, Shizuka is a very relaxed and loud person on most occasions, of
course save for the few moments of which she is angered, that's when she shows the characteristics of a
lion that she is so characterized for having, those of course usually only happen in the extreme occasions
where her crew or ship is put in jeopardy. Because of her natural ability to take command and growing up
made to be a mechanic, she has a lot of respect for the lower tier of a command chain and more
forgiveness towards newer recruits then anything. Though she is not to be underestimated as a leader,
Shizuka will discipline her troops if they step over the line.

Theme Song:

Behavioral Quirks

She's a heavy sleeper, and will easily sleep through a small earthquake.
The only way to wake her up is with her analog alarm clock, its loud and distinct sound wakes her
up every time.

Likes and Dislikes

Likes

DnB Techno, Jungle Techno, House Techno, The Excitement of Combat, Power Armor, Older Starships,
Nicely Cooked Meat, The colors: Gold and Red.
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Dislikes

Posers, Patronizing, Being Docked, Push-overs and Higher ups who forget about the little man.

Goals

To personally own her assigned ship.

To see to it that everyone on her ship is pleased with their station.

To never leave a man, ship or child behind.

To become famous for her wonderful repairs, and forward tactics.

Quotes

“A lowly Hei?” Shizuka seemed rather stunned by this comment. “Well firstly, I'd like one thing to
be known. Rin-san, aboard my ship everyone plays a part. It's a well maintained machine, one
piece cannot function without the other, and I believe that the commanders are just as
important as the personnel they are ordering. This is not slavery, this is a military. Those
with rank earned it and thus have the experience to make sure the lower ranks grow and live
to have that same experience themselves,” Shizuka said, rather inspiringly but without losing her
cool demeanor.

History
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Shizuka was, a stock organism created for the purpose of a militaristic lifestyle. From the day she was
created, she excelled in her training as a technical sentry. She was first assigned to a ship where she was
under the command of a Neko she took admiration to, doing general maintenance, but was quickly
ranked up under her Neko idol. Then, she was given the opportunity to follow her idol to a new ship. She
gladly said she would come along, but sadly during a Misshuvurthyar invasion that neko was killed with
no chance of ST. Shizuka was her XO at the time, so she had to take command in her stead, this is when
she shined the brightest. Shizuka was responsible for pushing back the invasion, and brilliantly inspiring
the remaining troops on board to carry out her orders. When she returned to command, she was given a
new rank and offered to take command of her own ship, she couldn't refuse an offer like that.

Skills

Knowledge Shizuka is well versed with Star Army history and law in the Yamatai Star Empire.

Mathematics: Shizuka received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and
trigonometry.

Technology Operation: Shizuka is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku
OS, found on all Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Maintenance and Repair: Shizuka was trained to be a technician and mechanic.

Leadership: Shizuka can easily command a large group of people, and has practice in it as she has
spent months working to her current rank.
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Communication: Shizuka is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make
transmissions to and receive transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power
armor, and shuttles in both combat and non-combat conditions. Shizuka is fluent in Nepleslian and
Yamataian. She can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue
orders under fire, etc.

Fighting: Shizuka received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program.
She is skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and
without weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor.

Inventory

Personal possessions

KS Card
Personal Music Device
Large fashion DJ studio headphones
Mobile repair kit

Accessory Items

Thick gold necklace with a small tribal lion charm hanging from it

Standard Issue Items

Star Army Uniforms

1 Rank Pin, Shosa
1 Starship Patch, Yss Senbu
1 Type 30 Female Bodysuit Uniform, with white panels
1 1st XF Female Jumpsuit Uniform, with white panels
1 Uniform Jackets, blue, with white panels

Fleet patch on left arm
“Hinomaru” patch on right arm

2 pair of pants, light blue-gray
2 cotton undershirt, black
1 pair leather gloves, dark gray
1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray

2 holster for Type 30 NSP

Weather Gear
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1 black tricorner hat, thick felt with white border
1 black overcoat, ankle-length

Workout Clothing and Undergarments

1 yukata, white, with Star Army of Yamatai Hinomaru logo print
1 black sash for yukata
2 black bikini swimsuit bottom with Star Army of Yamatai logo on left leg
2 white ringer T-Shirts with pocket on left breast
1 pair black sandals
4 black cotton bras
4 black cotton panties
4 pair of black boot Socks

Miscellaneous Items

Type 30 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines

Type 30 Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines

Star Army Communicator, Type 29 and charger
Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard

Black sheath with loop and clips for belt attachment
Wooden Medal Case, velvet interior, engraved with Star Army logo on top
Personal Hygiene Items

1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 stick of deodorant
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white

Finances

Shizuka choses to be an unpaid soldier serving the Star Army of Yamatai. The Empire provides for all her
needs and some of her wants as per the Yamatai Prestige System.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Money
1700 KS -1300 Personal Item Expenses
Character Data
Character Name Shizuka Endo
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Character Data
Character Owner 5tar
Character Status NPC Available for GM or FM use
Approval Thread URL stararmy.com/…
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Taisho
SAOY Occupation Star Army Fleet Admiral
SAOY Assignment Third Fleet
Orders Orders
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